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	Practical OpenCV is a hands-on project book that shows you how to get the best results from OpenCV, the open-source computer vision library.

	

	Computer vision is key to technologies like object recognition, shape detection, and depth estimation. OpenCV is an open-source library with over 2500 algorithms that you can use to do all of these, as well as track moving objects, extract 3D models, and overlay augmented reality. It's used by major companies like Google (in its autonomous car), Intel, and Sony; and it is the backbone of the Robot Operating SystemÂ’s computer vision capability. In short, if you're working with computer vision at all, you need to know OpenCV.

	

	With Practical OpenCV, you'll be able to:

	
		Get OpenCV up and running on Windows or Linux.
	
		Use OpenCV to control the camera board and run vision algorithms on Raspberry Pi.
	
		Understand what goes on behind the scenes in computer vision applications like object detection, image stitching, filtering, stereo vision, and more.
	
		Code complex computer vision projects for your class/hobby/robot/job, many of which can execute in real time on off-the-shelf processors.
	
		Combine different modules that you develop to create your own interactive computer vision app.



	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		The ins and outs of OpenCV programming on Windows and Linux
	
		Transforming and filtering images
	
		Detecting corners, edges, lines, and circles in images and video
	
		Detecting pre-trained objects in images and video
	
		Making panoramas by stitching images together
	
		Getting depth information by using stereo cameras
	
		Basic machine learning techniques
	
		BONUS: Learn how to run OpenCV on Raspberry Pi



	Who this book is for


	This book is for programmers and makers with little or no previous exposure to computer vision. Some proficiency with C++ is required.
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Quantum Mechanics and Quantum InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A thorough definition of the basic concepts of quantum mechanics and quantum information and their interrelations.  

	

	Alongside a thorough definition of the basic concepts and their interrelations, backed by numerous examples, this textbook features a rare discussion of the quantum information theory. It also...
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More Than One Way to Skin a Cat: Create Eye-Popping Effects Using Aviary (Without Paying for Photoshop!)Course Technology PTR, 2008
"More Than One Way to Skin a Cat: Create Eye-Popping Effects Using Aviary (Without Paying for Photoshop!)" shows you how to create humorous and imaginative images using Phoenix, a powerful yet simple browser-based image editor from Aviary.com. You'll start with the basics of Phoenix, learning about the features, tools, and layering...
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MCSD Analyzing Requirements and Defining .NET Solutions Architectures Study Guide (Exam 70-300 (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Based on 300,000+ hours of IT training experience,  this Study Guide provides 100% coverage of all objectives for exam 70-310.  Coverage includes the .NET Framework, Visual Studio .NET, creating physical  designs, developing solution concepts, and more.

	100% Complete Coverage—All official test...
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How to Make it Big in the Seminar BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	How to Make It Big in the Seminar Business is considered must have reading among consultants, speakers, and seminar leaders. Fully updated and revised, this new edition is packed with insider tips on determining fees, marketing, scheduling, presentation technologies, and much more. It features new chapters on using the Web and other...
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iPod & iTunes VISUAL Quick TipsVisual, 2007
Would you like to discover the best ways to find cool stuff on iTunes, download it all to your iPod, and get the very most out of both these hot technologies from Apple? Then this Visual Quick Tips book is for you. This book will increase your productivity by providing you with shortcuts, tricks, and tips to help you work smarter and faster.
...
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Where Winners Live: Sell More, Earn More, Achieve More Through Personal AccountabilityJossey-Bass, 2013

	Be accountable and achieve success


	Personal accountability is the secret weapon of every successful sales professional. It is the secret weapon of Where Winners Live co-author Dave Porter, who became the owner and CEO of Baystate Financial Services at age 35 and grew it into a $100 million-a-year business over the next 15...
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